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FIFA’s Eastern sojourn : 1st knowledge sharing event in Kolkata
reaches out with regional knowledge sharing programs
Roopa Venkat and Lovaii
Navlakhi, FIFA Directors
from
Mumbai
and
Bangalore respectively,
joined Brijesh Dalmia,
their fellow director from
Kolkata
in
sharing
experiences with FIFA
members from East and
North East, at FIFA’s 1st
knowledge sharing event
in Eastern India.

A snapshot of the event – from Bharat Bagla, Kolkata
On ides of March, the members of FIFA in East met up and Mr. Lovaii and Ms.
Roopa made it even more interesting by joining in. The Evening was supposed to
be an Ice Breaker and we did it in style. Roopa inspired us all by telling us
interesting situations in life that she came across and Lovaii encouraged us to
believe in ourselves by sharing his rich experiences. The get together was only
possible thanks to the initiative of FIFA and led by Brijesh.
Abhenav/Shibu/Anindya did a commendable job of spreading the word, inviting
even the non members and making all the necessary arrangements.
The members along with insights from Roopa and Lovaii had a healthy
conversation among themselves about the various regulatory changes taking place in the MF industry and the
way forward. We also got a glimpse of the working of the regulatory bodies and the bottle necks that come
across when changes are required to be enforced. FIFA is being acknowledged by all the various regulatory
agencies and others concerned. it was a good 3 hours of exchanging of ideas and views followed by a brief
presentation by Mr. Jain of Invest Well about the advantages of using technology in client servicing and better
efficiencies. he had specially come down from Delhi to meet us.
Among the key observations was a question raised by me. How is it that when an investor wants to invest more
than Rs. 2,00,000.00 in a particular MF he is given NAV only after clear funds in the scheme where as the same
scheme can be bought on MFSS without providing for clear funds. FIFA is going to take this up with the concerned
and hopefully have it sorted.
Bharat Bagla, Bees Network, Kolkata
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FIFA hosts its first Knowledge Sharing event in Eastern India

Imbibing insights from successful advisors – FIFA’s Eastern India members soak in the experiences that
Roopa and Lovaii shared about their deliberations with regulators on key issues

Brijesh Dalmia, Director – FIFA shares his insights at the session
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FIFA initiates nationwide seminars for MF Utility Platform presentation
Yogesh Sharma, Director, FIFA
MF Utility - AMFI's much awaited common platform - is finally
getting ready to roll, with the software developer identified and
almost all sign-offs from member AMCs now in place. We hope
to see it live before the end of this calendar year. Now that the
project has finally got some momentum, FIFA has joined hands
with AMFI to organise a nationwide series of seminars for IFAs,
to walk them through the features and benefits of this platform.
Read on as Yogesh shares this special message on FIFA's latest
initiative.

AMFI has proposed to introduce a MF Utility Platform to facilitate online, simpler and easier execution of
transactions. This will also help in accessing consolidated information across AMCs.
In FIFA's recent meetings with Mr. Milind Barve, Chairman AMFI and Mr. Sinor, CEO AMFI, FIFA has been given to
understand that AMFI is at an advance stage in the development of the MF Utility Platform. AMFI believes it will be
a big boom to IFAs in handling their day to day operations. Therefore, with a view to creating greater awareness
amongst the IFA community, regarding the basic features and functionalities of the platform, the benefits accruing
to IFA's and to take feedback from the IFA's, FIFA along with AMFI has organized a nationwide presentation on the
MF Utility platform across major cities.
The dates for the events as mentioned below:

This is one more of the many Knowledge Sharing Platform initiatives by FIFA and we hope many more regional
Associations and fellow IFAs join FIFA to take advantage of all the activities that FIFA undertakes. Now, with the all
inclusive Central Executive Committee (Click Here to know more) with representatives from North, South, East,
West (excluding Mumbai) and Central zones as well as one compulsory representative from each regional
association member being established, there is now much more compelling reason to join FIFA to strengthen the
united voice of IFAs and also take advantage of all the knowledge sharing activities being undertaken by FIFA.
The above events are free and open for all FIFA members and special invitees.
Yogesh Sharma, Director - FIFA
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India's best financial planning firm
What does it take to be recognised as India's best institutional
financial planner - as the best financial planning firm in India? How
does one scale up an advisory business and employ teams across
geographies, without compromising on the quality of advice? What
skill sets must an advisor or planner possess, if he has to transition
from a one-person enterprise to leading a team of planners?

Lovaii is among the best qualified in this business to address most of these key questions that ambitious and
growth oriented advisors will have, and certainly the only one who can address the first one - after all, there is
only one firm that won the Best Institutional Financial Planner award!
There's another hat that Lovaii wears - that of an active FIFA Director, and a non-Mumbai based one, at that.
Lovaii discusses what led him to change his mind from an initial reluctance to join FIFA, to going ahead and
joining the association, and his experience with FIFA since then.
WF : Heartiest congratulations on your firm being conferred the prestigious "Best Institutional Financial Planner"
award at the Money Today - FPCIL Awards 2012. What in your view are some of the factors that led your firm to
win this coveted award?
Lovaii : Many thanks. It is always a joy to win any award, but this one is special as it covers the core of our business -financial planning. The criteria for the awards covered financial strength, prudence & performance, size & scale,
product effectiveness, customer service & satisfaction (highest weight), operational effectiveness & risk
management and regulatory compliance. But above this all, my belief is that the team that comprises International
Money Matters helped us to get there.
WF : Can you please take us through a brief journey down memory lane from the time you started your financial
planning practice to today, when your organisation is recognised as the best institutional financial planning firm
in the country? What were the key milestones in your journey? What were some of the biggest challenges you
faced and how did you overcome them?
Lovaii : Challenges, in my mind, are opportunities, waiting to be tamed first and then exploited. The past 11+ years
of our business has seen many ups and downs, starting with the tech bubble burst. It's not been just the markets but
also the market makers, aka regulators, which allowed us to innovate and survive. I suppose it may be true of any
business, but if one believes that there is just one way of surviving, and growing in this industry; that's a sure fire
recipe for disaster.
I started the business with two simple objectives: to act in the client's interest (which very few were doing then in
2001) and to educate my clients so that they are informed in the sphere of personal finance. (I did some sort of a
financial plan when I was 38, and wished someone had told me at 28 what to start doing.) They say that a tall multistorey building may look beautiful but the strength of the foundation determines how it weathers many a storm. I
felt that if I follow these two guidelines, I would survive, and the building would get taller floor by floor. It started as
a personal passion, and one of the challenges was to ensure that this passion was translated to the team as well.
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Among the milestones and challenges of which there were many, I would like to highlight two. In 2003, I started
charging fees from my clients. Some of my early clients actually asked me why I was not charging a fee as far back as
2002. It took some personal market research and guts before I did start. My thought at that time was: "If I don't put
a value on my services, no one else will." To the disbelievers who say India is not ready to pay fees, I have a simple
question to ask: What will make your client wake up one day and say, from today, I will pay you fees. You have to
provide value and demonstrate/ highlight that. We did lose a few clients initially but we were happy to let them go,
as this (fee-based) was our business model.
As a financial planning firm acting in the interests of clients, we always believed that our value will be noticed and
appreciated when markets were down. We got the answer in 2008. During that tumultuous time, when equity
markets fell 35% (in 2008-09), our assets grew, we added clients; but we ended up making a cash loss. We felt
vindicated that we had acted in our clients' interests and parked their funds in the money market rather than in
equity funds - we may have lost the upfront commission in that year, but we went up many notches in the eyes of
our clients.
WF : We see in India as well as in many developed countries many successful financial planners but very few large
financial planning organisations. What are the key challenges that come in the way of a financial planner growing
into a leader of a large team of planners? How do you overcome these challenges?
Lovaii : Managing people has to be one of your strengths if you need to lead a team. I was fortunate to have spent
18 years in the corporate world before starting International Money Matters (or Money Matters as it was in 2001),
including 10 years as part of Management Teams in different organisations. Then of course is the challenge of
retaining employees, while asking them to function as owners or entrepreneurs.
What we have followed is to ensure that there is a high level of learning for new entrants, and pack it with higher
responsibilities for them so that they are continuously motivated and challenged. It could take a couple of years or
more to get the employees to think and act in this mould. Thus far, I would say that we have succeeded.
The other factor to remember is that this is a marathon and not a sprint. So all decisions on costs (I look at most of
these as investment) have to be taken with that perspective. Processes are as important as sales and delivery; and
some spending on technology is essential.
WF : Some people worry that quality and consistency of advice may suffer as a firm adds more and more planners
to its team. Is this a valid concern? In what ways have you tried to ensure quality and consistency of plans and
advice as your organisation has grown over the years?
Lovaii : This is true. What we have done is to have a central financial planning and research team which drives the
organisational decisions, and which lays the boundaries within which the creativity of relationship managers is
allowed to be exercised. I have been blessed to have most of my senior team intact - my first two employees will
complete 10 years in the next couple of months; and they along with other team members ensure that newcomers
get to speed with our beliefs and processes quickly. So while the relationship manager has met the client, he is part
of a team which discusses the financial plan workings and document along with this central team, so that the quality
and consistency is maintained.
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WF : With the advent of the advisor regulations, how do you see distribution and advisory models evolving over
the next 3 years?
Lovaii : Actually, it is too early to say. However, my belief is: if you are acting in the client's interest, if you are
charging fees for advice, if you are transparent with your entire earnings (if the client desires to know), and if you
have processes & team members to ensure that there is no vested interest between the advice and execution/
distribution, there is nothing for you to fear. For all this, corporate or professional structures are better suited, and
hence there may be a movement towards this structure. Logically, creating umbrella brands may work. For example,
a planner/ advisor in West Bengal, or Punjab, may be interested in using the research and reporting services of a
firm such as ours; while ensuring they deal with their clients and follow the ethics and standards, as well as
processes of our firm. I think the first steps in these directions will be taken within the next 3 years.
WF : You are Bangalore based and a member of KAMFA. What prompted you to join FIFA? How has your
experience been, working alongside your fellow FIFA directors and members?
Lovaii : When I first heard about FIFA, I was reluctant to join. I had an apprehension that they may be large
distributor biased, and hence the issues they may take up may not be in sync with my beliefs. However, as I met the
founders over a few months' time at common events, I realised that they had a genuine concern for the community.
They had a huge locational advantage of being in Mumbai and being physically close to the regulator and other
industry bodies. I could choose to remain on the outside and critically analyse all the steps they took; or I could join
them and represent my views to them. I chose the latter. I must say that my experience has been extremely
positive. While I am one of the few fee based financial planners on the Board, they have always been open to listen
to my views. The visit that I made with two of my fellow Board members, Dhruv and Roopa, to Indore for a day long
trip in February where we interacted so closely with advisors, allowed me to know them better. We followed that
up at FIFA with a session for investment advisors in Kolkata a few days ago; and I must say that those two days have
been extremely satisfying. Since I am part of the industry at virtually the sunrise stage, I personally believe that we
need to contribute and shape the industry rather than complain about how it is shaping up, or how the powers-thatbe are not doing things which are to my advantage.
WF : There is a perception that FIFA is ideally suited for larger IFAs and that an alternate association is required to
best address the issues of the small IFA and give him his due voice. How valid is this observation, in your view?
Lovaii : I think the roles of local and central associations are different; they are not dependent on size. Let me take
the example of the Indore association. They have been meeting regularly every month, if I remember right; and will
ensure that their members get educated, share knowledge and network to resolve problems or issues that they
face. They meet locally, and the inputs that they get are local. Once they become members of FIFA, they now have
the opportunity of getting "advice" from other advisors - I am not even saying more experienced ones. Personally, I
believe I learned a few things from the local Indore advisors and the local Kolkata advisors when I visited them. The
key is to keep your mind open, and use every interaction as an opportunity to increase your learning and broaden
your horizon. So, to answer your question, a local association can conduct programs at the local level; and an
association like FIFA could hear the views of these associations and discuss them with industry bodies and
regulators. FIFA has encouraged outstation members to take up Board positions and ensure their views are heard,
and I am one prime example.
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Pune Investment Advisors Association joins
FIFA
Pune Investment Advisors Association - a 110 member strong local IFA
body, has become the 2nd regional IFA association to become a
member of FIFA. PIIA's President, Sandip Bhushetty speaks about
what factors influenced this decision and also gives an interesting
insight into the FIFA vs National Federation choice that some regional
associations seem to be contemplating.

Pune Investment Advisors Association has decided to join hands with FIFA by becoming an association member of
FIFA. We spoke briefly with Sandip Bhushetty, President PIIA to understand the rationale behind this decision :
WF : What led your association to decide to become an association member of FIFA?
Sandip : We are an active local association in Pune. In our business, the regulator, AMFI and AMC CEOs are all based
in Mumbai. It is very important for us to have a strong voice in Mumbai to help us represent our issues with the
relevant stakeholders in the industry. We IFAs need a strong platform that is actively engaging with the regulator
and with AMFI. In FIFA, we have such an active platform, which is doing a good job of raising IFA issues with the
relevant people. We need a platform that has a direct connection with people in decision making positions, and FIFA
has that advantage. FIFA has many sincere IFAs who are actively working for our collective benefit. It therefore
makes a lot of sense for us to join hands with FIFA, strengthen their hands and strengthen our hands too.
WF : There is an effort on to stitch a national federation of various regional IFA associations. Why did you decide
on this course, rather than opting for becoming a member of the proposed National Federation?
Sandip : For the federation to have actual weightage in the eyes of the regulators, it must be a genuinely pan-India
body that represents all parts of the country. Then only it will have the weight that is necessary to be heard
effectively in the corridors of power. Today, that weight already exists with FIFA. We need a voice that is being
heard today, and in FIFA, we have such a voice. Now, let me clarify one thing. I have nothing for or against the move
to form a national federation. Once the outline of the federation is made clear, we can study that too, and if we
think it makes sense, what is the harm in PIIA becoming a member of the proposed National Federation? I don't see
it as a FIFA vs National Federation issue. But, let the National Federation movement gain some momentum, let
something concrete take shape. Then we can always evaluate.

On the occasion of PIIA's becoming an association member of FIFA, Yogesh Sharma,
Director FIFA said : "It gives us immense pleasure in welcoming 'Pune Investment
Advisor's Association' and its 110 members into the FIFA family. They are the 2nd
Association to join FIFA. We would like to use this opportunity to once again invite
other regional Associations to join us to take this inclusive movement forward.
Recently we concluded our next round of Knowledge Sharing Platform Event at
Kolkata which was attended by FIFA members from the East and North East. We plan
to have many other such similar events across the country."
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